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GBP: Back to life, back to MV3
If Brexiteers are scared into submission and a third Meaningful Vote is
somehow passed or a softer Brexit emerges over the coming weeks,
sterling could rally further
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USD: US economy quietly performs
While a lot of the focus this week has been on Brexit, on the other side of the Atlantic, the US
economic data is proving constructive. US core capital goods orders were above expectations in
January and it's possible that the NY Fed’s Nowcast model (updated on a Friday) lifts its 1Q19 GDP
run rate of 1.4%. 1Q19 was always expected to be the softest quarter of the year – and it's not
looking too bad. With the commodity complex looking strong (both crude and industrial metals
are pressing higher) and decreasing signs of a disorderly Brexit, we continue to favour risk assets
and a weaker Japanese yen on the crosses. USD/JPY is performing well, as it typically does at the
start of 2Q, and is our preferred vehicle to play dollar strength – especially with the chances of the
Bank of Japan turning more dovish at tomorrow’s monetary policy meeting. Look for USD/JPY to
trade to 112.20 and DXY to trade 96.20-97.00, limited by the re-rating of European FX.

EUR: Not so bad after all
The eurozone economic surprise indicator is actually enjoying a decent recovery and does not lend
support to arguments of an imminent recession. It’s a big if, but if some clarity could emerge on
Brexit over the next month, European business confidence would presumably get a lift and the
EUR/USD support level at 1.12 could strengthen. There’s little eurozone data today, but it looks as
though sterling will stay bid and as long as the 0.8500 area continues to support in EUR/GBP,
EUR/USD could trade up to the 1.1370 area.

GBP: The return of the Meaningful Vote
Although it was non-binding, last night’s vote that parliament would never countenance a No Deal
Brexit at least demonstrates a coalition of the willing – and has supported the pound. Prime
Minister Theresa May has now artfully returned her Meaningful Vote to today’s motion on a short
Article 50 extension to 30 June. If passed, MV3 needs to happen before 20 March, such that May
has a reason to ask the EU for a short delay. Recently we’ve been suggesting that cable can be
volatile in a 1.30-33 range (which it largely has), but if momentum is moving towards either: a)
MV3 somehow being passed as Brexiteers are scared into submission or b) a softer Brexit emerging
through MV3 failing and alternatives (Norway+, customs union) coming to the fore via indicative
votes, then GBP could rally further. Certainly we would not recommend selling GBP, and a cable
move through 1.3350/3400 could trigger more sizable gains.
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MXN: Industrial production surprised on the upside
An upside surprise in Mexico’s industrial production yesterday suggests Mexico is not falling off an
activity cliff. We continue to like the high yield Mexican peso (8.25% 3m implied yield) and
flattening trades in MXN money markets. The oil rally helps.
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Disclaimer
This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of
ING Bank N.V. ("ING") solely for information purposes without regard to any particular
user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING
Group (being for this purpose ING Group NV and its subsidiary and affiliated companies).
The information in the publication is not an investment recommendation and it is not
investment, legal or tax advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any
financial instrument. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that this publication
is not untrue or misleading when published, but ING does not represent that it is
accurate or complete. ING does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or
consequential loss arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated,
any views, forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s), as of the date of
the publication and are subject to change without notice.
The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different
jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this publication comes should inform
themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.
Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be
reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose without the prior
express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. The producing legal entity ING Bank
N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central Bank and supervised by the European Central
Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no.
33031431 Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom this information is approved and/or
communicated by ING Bank N.V., London Branch. ING Bank N.V., London Branch is
subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). ING Bank N.V.,
London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this
report or effect transactions in any security discussed herein should contact ING
Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of
ING, and which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the
United States under applicable requirements.
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